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As the injection moulding industry grows and becomes more wide-spread, better
understanding of the injection moulding process is necessary. This article starts with the
characteristics of injection moulding, and details the functions of plasticizing, back pressure,
injection and holding pressure, speed- and pressure-controlled, the ways to switch to holding
pressure stages, cavity pressure curve, and ends with p-v-T curve and its relationship to
shrinkage. This provides a theoretical basis to avoid guesswork in setting injection moulding
parameters. Ways to reduce shrinkage are explained and quantitative estimate made in an
example.
Injection moulding characteristics
To make plastic parts, there are injection moulding process, extrusion, extrusion blow
moulding, calendaring, etc. The injection moulding process has three characteristics that the
other processes do not have.
High injection pressure
The maximum injection pressure depends on the screw diameter chosen. It could be from
1300 kg/cm2 of the C screw to 2000 kg/cm2 of the A screw.
1 kg/cm2 is one atmospheric pressure. So how high is a pressure of 2000 kg/cm2? The
deepest abyss east of the Philippines has a depth of 10,915 m, which is almost 11 km. The
water pressure at the bottom is 1,092 kg/cm2, which is less than that produced by the C screw.
High injection pressure has high transcribability, which transfers the fine details of the
mould to the melt.
The data on a CD ROM with features as small as 0.8μm are impressed on PC material
using injection moulding.
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Figure 1 The minimum pit length is 0.8 m
The mirror finish of an outer cover gets its glossy surface, considered as low roughness, by
imposing a high injection pressure on the melt.
Relatively speaking, the air pressure used in blow moulding is only as high as 40 kg/cm2,
so it cannot transfer fine details onto the bottle surface.
A high injection pressure requires a thick barrel, large clamping force and think platens.
Back pressure
Although extrusion machine, extrusion blow moulding machine, film blowing machine
and calendaring machine all have screws and barrels to plasticize solid resins, only injection
moulding machine has adjustable back pressure. Please note that back pressure control only
happens during plasticizing when the nozzle is closed.
The function of back pressure is to squeeze out the air space among granules which
possibly have turned to air bubbles in the melt so the air comes out through the barrel hopper
instead of into the parts.
Increasing back pressure can also increase the homogeneity of colour and temperature in
the melt.
Cycles
Extrusion machine, film blowing machine and calendaring machines has continuous motions
which are all in the same direction.
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Figure 2

A calendaring machine

Injection moulding machine moves in cycles and motions are in both directions
(reciprocates). For example, after injection, plasticizing returns the screw to its original
position. After the mould opens, it closes; after eject forward, it ejects return. So injection
moulding involves cycle time.
Mould open and close involve a big mass accelerating and decelerating. Coupled with
the fact that the motion has to be finished within a short cycle time, it is not easy. The design
of injection moulding machine attempts to minimize mould open and close time, also known
as dry cycle time.
Plasticize and inject
The earliest injection moulding machine design separates plasticizing and injection
functions into separate units.
Plasticizing is done in a preplasticizer which involves a turning the screw.
The injection unit contains a cylinder rod which injects the melt into mould cavities
through a nozzle.
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Figure 3

Three characteristics of the injection moulding process

The preplasticizer and the injection unit are interconnected during plasticizing so the melt
could be transferred from the former to the latter, but separated during injection. Whether the
interconnection is open or closed is controlled by valves.
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Figure 4

Preplasticizer design

Plasticizing capacity is determined by screw diameter. Injection pressure is determined
by cylinder diameter. Both diameters could be designed independently.
In-line injection reduces cost by combining into the reciprocating screw both the
plasticizing and injection functions. As the screw diameter is also the cylinder rod diameter,
when injection pressure is correct, plasticizing capacity is out of control, so plasticizing
capacity is not as high as that of a preplasticizer.
A high injection pressure at the screw tip tends to buckle the screw so the screw length is
designed shorter than that of a preplasticizer. The maximum length to diameter (L/D) ratio is
never more than 28, but that of a preplasticizer is often above 28.
Injection moulding cycle
The simplest injection moulding cycle starts with mould closing, the last stage of which
is lockup. After that comes injection, holding pressure, cooling and plasticizing (which is in
parallel with cooling), mould opening, and ejection. The mould opens after cooling or
plasticizing, whichever comes later.
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Mould open and close, and ejection involve mechanical motions that are visible. On the
other hand, plasticizing, injection and holding pressure involve the heating of melt, melt flow,
melt compression and cooling, which are not visible. In what follows, we discuss the
plasticizing, injection and holding pressure which form the core of the injection moulding
process.

Figure 5

The injection moulding cycle

The function of plasticizing
Plasticizing is also known as dosing, charging, and recharging. The purpose of
plasticizing is to turn solid granules (pellets) into melt using electric heating and friction
heating. There is also the function of mixing so colour and temperature are homogenous when
the melt is injected into cavities.
The heat conduction by heater bands through the barrel wall to the barrel inner diameter
is easy to understand. Concerning friction heating, we need to explain it step by step.。
The three sections of a screw are known as feeding section, compression section and
metering section.
The three sections of a screw
The function of feeding section is transporting (feeding) material and raising pressure.
Granules fall down from the hopper by gravity to one end of the feeding section which turns
to move them forward. Granules move forward due to the friction with the screw. Also due to
friction, pressure increases geometrically from zero (atmospheric pressure) at the hopper. The
longer is the feeding section, the higher is the pressure at the end of the feeding section. A
feeding section 10D in length is considered long, where D is the diameter of the screw.
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Figure 6

Three sections of a screw and pressure increase along the feeding section

The flight depth of the screw at the feeding section is reduced towards the metering
section, so on top of the friction pressure at the interface with the feeding section, the
compression section further increases pressure by compression. As friction increases with
pressure (in textbooks, friction increases with normal force), friction is also raised, so is
friction heating at the compression section. You can consider screw turning converts
mechanical energy to heat energy using the conversion constant 4.2 J/calorie to melt the
granules. Most of the plasticizing should be done in the compression section.。
The two parameters in the compression section are compression ratio and section length.
Compression ratio is the ratio of two annular areas.
d1 is the root diameter of the feeding section,
d2 is the root diameter of the metering section,
Compression ratio

As PVC material is temperature sensitive, a suitable compression ratio for PVC screw is
close to 1.0 to reduce compression, so as to reduce frictional heating.
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To avoid PC material from yellowing, the compression ratio of PC screw is designed to
be less than 2.0. Furthermore, the compression section length is designed longer, which,
coupled with a low rotational speed, increases pressure slowly, so will frictional heating will
also increases slowly. The result is the PC material is not burnt. Yellowing is caused by tiny
particles of burnt PC.
The most popular materials are PS, PE and PP. The compression ratio of the screw is
between 2.0 and 2.5, which is also the compression ratio of the ‘standard’ screw.
It is desired to plasticize the resin completely upon entry into the metering section. This
is because the metering section does not compress. Furthermore, it is a short section,
absorbing little heat conducted from the barrel heaters.
The purpose of metering is to pump the melt forward and to do more mixing to
homogenize colour and temperature further.
Temperature override
When injecting PC material, it often happens the barrel temperature in the middle section
of the barrel is overridden (higher than the set temperature) even when the barrel heaters there
are off. Temperature override is one reason why PC parts turn yellow.
Temperature override is due to excessive frictional heating, which is caused by the
following factors.
1. PC melt has high viscosity,
2. The screw compression ratio is too high (>2.0),
3. The compression section is too short,
4. The screw rotational speed is too high.
Once the machine is delivered, all the operator can control is screw rotational speed. A
more thorough solution is to use screw specialized for PC material.
Back pressure
Plasticizing takes place after the holding pressure stage and before mould open. As a
result, during plasticizing, the nozzle is blocked by the melt in the mould and runner.
Back pressure control is to control the pressure of the melt in front of the screw tip to
break up any bubbles (and to compact the melt) so the melt has constant density to ensure the
same weight of melt is injected by the screw travelling the same distance (using position
injection).
When using a big proportion of recycled material, it is necessary to use a higher back
pressure to obtain stable injection.
When the parts have colour streaks, increase back pressure to improve colour mixing.
Increasing back pressure has the following side effects.
1. Plasticizing slows down, so plasticizing time increases.
2. The screw motor has to work harder. This is usually done by increasing plasticizing
pressure.
3. The electric motor consumes more power, and can even by overloaded.
So set a suitable back pressure according to the above principles.
The purpose of injection
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The purpose of injection is to fill the cavities completely and to pack the melt. Packing
takes place after injection has filled the cavities 100% so it could be considered as overfilling.
It utilizes the compressibility of the melt to pack a bigger volume of melt into the cavities,
producing a high injection pressure in the process.
The bulk modulus of a material is defined as
，

Figure 7

Illustrating P and V

which is the ratio of the increase in pressure to the volumetric contraction in percentage. Its
value depends on the material and its temperature. For example, for water at room
temperature, K = 22,000 kg/cm2 。This means that an increase in pressure of 22 kg/cm2 causes
it volume to contraction by a thousandth. The K of a melt could be read off its p-v-T diagram.
As the K of a melt is high, so the difference in position of the screw from 100% filled to
overfill could be less than 1 mm but could generate a very high injection pressure. After
packing, injection is over. The process transitions to holding pressure which has a lower
pressure. The precision (repeatability) of the transition is a key factor affecting the stability of
the product and has to be carefully controlled.
The cause of flashing
When there is too much overfilling, the packing pressure becomes so high that the two
mold halves are forced apart momentarily. The melt leaks out at the parting surface and causes
flashing.
Speed controlled
Before the cavities are completely filled, the injection process has only to overcome the
resistance due to viscosity. This resistance is a function of flow channel diameter, product
cross section area, melt temperature, mold temperature, etc. and is not constant. Furthermore
it is not controllable by the pump. As a result, injection pressure is not controllable.
An injection molding machine could have 4 stages of injection in which pressure and
speed could be set at each stage, but only speed could be controlled. In order not to limit
injection pressure too low of which affects speed control, set injection pressure at its
maximum (system pressure) before the cavities are completely filled.
The packing stage takes place after the cavities are completely filled. To overcome the
contradiction of high writability and flashing, the pressure setting of the packing stage has to
be appropriate at somewhere below the system pressure. As a result, other than the packing
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stage, the injection stages are speed controlled. Precise and stable injection requires the
repeatability of injection speed at every shot.

Fig. 8

Injection to holding pressure transition

The purpose of holding pressure
As soon as the melt comes into contact with the cold mold wall, it starts to cool. It
contracts as a result of the cooling. The purpose of holding pressure is to fill in more melt to
compensate for the contraction to avoid sink marks. This could be done as long as the cold
runner is not frozen.
Holding pressure is effected by maintaining the screw in a forward position for a
duration of time. The pressure created is absolutely lower than that created by packing, or else
if packing does not create flashing, flashing is created by the holding pressure. In the process
to reduce sink marks, the operator would gradually increase holding pressure, sometimes even
exceeding the packing pressure without realizing it. The controller could be designed to limit
holding pressure to below packing pressure.
Other than increasing holding pressure, increasing holding pressure time can also reduce
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sink marks. Increasing either holding pressure or holding pressure time will increase the part
weight. The reason is plain to see.
Pressure controlled
An injection molding machine could provide 3 holding pressure stages, each of which
allows pressure and time settings. The more ideal holing pressure settings provide linear
pressure reduction instead of stepwise pressure reduction, as contraction due to cooling takes
place continuously. Another advantage of linear pressure reduction is there are fewer
parameters to set. See Figure 9.

Figure 9

Two ways to execute hold pressure stages, stepwise and linear

As melt contraction is affected by its cooling, the screw speed cannot be controlled by
the pump. Only pressure could be controlled which is why holding pressure stages are
pressure controlled.
During holding pressure, the screw speed forward is slow. A setting of 5% speed is more
than sufficient. If a fixed displacement pump is used, it still pumps out 100% of the oil, most
of which returns to the tank at holding pressure. If a variable displacement pump is used or a
variable speed drive or a servomotor, the flow rate could be set at 5% or below, so 95% or
more of the pump energy could be saved. The longer is the holding pressure time (the thicker
is the part), the more energy could be saved. If this was not understood, and a high speed was
set, it produces unnecessary waste. A servomotor controller would reduce the servomotor
speed once holding pressure is reached, preventing such waste.
Cavity pressure curve
If a pressure sensor is placed into a mould cavity, the processes of injection, packing and
cooling can be observed from the pressure curve. We can also observe flashing, incompletely
filled cavities, sink mark and when the cold runner is frozen.
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Before all the mould cavities are filled, cavity pressure rises slowly as the resistance due
to viscosity increases, as shown in the first three diagrams below. When the cavities are fully
filled, a small displacement by the screw during the packing stage causes a sharp rise in cavity
pressure, as shown by the fourth diagram.
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Figure 10

Cavity pressure curve, melt filling and screw position

After the packing stage is the holing pressure stage with lower pressure. As cooling
shrinks the melt, cavity pressure decreases as shown between point 4 and 5 in Figure 11.
The cold runner is frozen at point 5. At this time, the holding pressure stage ends and the
cooling stage starts (the plasticizing stage starts at the same time). Contraction in the cooling
stage further reduces cavity pressure until point 6 when the mould can open.
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Figure 11 Holding pressure stage and cooling stage
If the transition from packing to holding pressure is too late, a peak in cavity pressure
appears which could cause flashing.
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Figure 12

Late transition to holding pressure from packing

If the transition from packing to holding pressure is too early, packing pressure cannot be
built up. After transitioning to a lower holding pressure, the melt will flow back into the
nozzle, and the rest of the packing will be done at a lower holding pressure.
Cavity
pressure

Time
Figure 13

Early transition to holding pressure from packing
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V-P transition point
V-P transition point marks the end of the packing stage and the start of the holding
pressure stage. This point could be measured by time, screw position, injection pressure,
cavity pressure or nozzle pressure, depending on what sensor is available on the injection
moulding machine or in the mould.
As all computer-controlled injection moulding machines have screw position
potentiometers, V-P transition point is by default screw position. Earlier machines can
onlyuse time.
Using cavity pressure to do the transition is universally accepted as the most stable
method. As the sensor is expensive and is installed in the mould (vs on the injection moulding
machine) and multiple cavity mould needs multiple pressure sensors, this method has not
been widely adopted.

Figure 14A 1 is screw position sensing, 10 is injection cylinder piston (hydraulic oil
pressure sensing), 7 is the location of cavity pressure sensor, A is the variation of screw
position from shot to shot, S is shot size (screw stroke), C is holding pressure cushion.

Figure 14B Ejector pressure sensors at 1 and 2 to approximate cavity pressure sensing
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Close to cavity pressure sensor in stability are nozzle pressure sensor, injection pressure
sensor and screw position potentiometer in decreasing order of stability. Figure 15 shows the
different locations to install pressure sensors to detect the transition point. Due to pressure
drop, the peak pressure is reduced gradually from right to left. The p at left denotes the total
pressure drop.
Note that there are two curves in the P hydraulic diagram, one is magnified by about 10
times above the other. The the screw magnifies the oil pressure to melt pressure. As a result,
the slanted blue line compares melt pressures at different locations.
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Figure 15
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Injection at work

P
hydraulic

Hydraulic oil

Machine control

Different locations of pressure sensors

Figure 16 compares the stability of screw position, injection pressure and cavity pressure
to detect the transition point. In 50 cycles, screw position has the maximum variation of 68
bars of cavity pressure. Using injection pressure, this is reduced to 21 bar. Using cavity
pressure, the variation is 3 bar.
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Figure 16 Comparison of screw position, hydraulic pressure and cavity pressure to detect
the transition point
Scientific moulding
The school of thought that promotes cavity pressure to detect the transition point is
called scientific moulding.
The main points of scientific moulding include
1. Even if injection pressure curves are repeatable, cavity pressure curves are not
repeatable, so the product stability is not sufficient when the requirement is strigent.
See Figure 16.
2. The reason is the melt viscosity has variation, especially if the production uses resin
from different lots.
3. Injection pressure repeatability only achieves injection moulding machine closed
loop. As injection is velocity-controlled, pressure repeatability is not as good as
velocity repeatability. Cavity pressure repeatability achieves product closed loop
which include melt viscosity variation in the loop.
p-v-T diagram
Resin in solid pellet form goes through electric heating and friction heating in the barrel
and turn into a melt (fluid). After compression by the screw, the melt is injected into mould
cavities where during holding pressure and cooling stages solidify so the parts could be
removed from the mould. The whole process could be scientifically represented by a locus on
the p-v-T diagram. Things like part shrinkage, how a high injection pressure can reduce
shrinkage, etc. can be understood using p-v-T diagram. Suppliers of imported resins provide
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the p-v-T diagrams of the resins they sell. Different grades of the same material has different
p-v-T diagrams.

Figure 17 p-v-T curves of PS
The state of a melt can be completely characterized by its pressure p, its specific volume
v and its temperature T.
Specific volume is the reciprocal of density. A high density gives a low specific volume.
The unit of specific volume is cc/g.
We discussed pressure before at the beginning of the article. 1 bar = 0.1 MPa。
Temperature is easy to grasp. Its unit is °C. Sometimes, °K is used instead.
°K = °C + 273°C
The horizontal axis of a p-v-T diagram is temperature T. The range is from room
temperature to about 300°C.
The vertical axis is specific volume v. The range is small, around the 1 cc/g point.
Isothermal lines
An isothermal line is a line on which temperature is constant. On a p-v-T diagram,
isothermal lines are vertical lines. The injection process is basically an isothermal process.
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Figure 18

p-v-T curves of PP

Isobaric lines
An isobaric line is a line on which pressure is constant. On a p-v-T diagram, there are
several isobaric lines each extending from the upper right corner to the lower left corner.
Moving along each line, the pressure of the melt remains constant. Each line represents a
different pressure which is marked near the line. Pressure starts from the minimum of 1 bar
(atmospheric pressure) to as high as 2000 bar in a maximum of about 10 lines. In a process
that moves across the lines, the melt pressure changes.
An isobaric line extending from the upper right corner to the lower left corner represents
the physical phenomenon of thermal expansion on heating and thermal contraction on cooling.
The upper right corner represents high temperature and high specific volume (expansion on
heating). The lower left corner represents low temperature and low specific volume
(contraction on cooling).
To the right of the inflexion point on an isobaric line is the fluid state (high temperature),
to the left is the solid state (low temperature). The existence of an inflexion point represents
different coefficients of thermal expansion of fluid and solid. In general, the fluid coefficient
is higher than the solid coefficient, so the slope is steeper.
Injection is a process that raises pressure. The melt pressure starts from 1 bar to the
maximum pressure at packing.
The holding pressure process is a constant pressure process or a pressure reducing
process.
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The K of PS
From the p-v-T diagram of Styron on Figure 17, using 220 °C as the melt temperature,
figure out three bulk moduli K at this temperature at three pressure ranges, using the change
in v in the range 0 - 40 MPa, 40 - 80 MPa and 80 - 160 MPa.
The answers are 1374 MPa, 1699 MPa and 2202 MPa. The last one is close to the K of
water at room temperature.
Isochoric lines
An isochoric line is a line of constant specific volume. The melt in a cold runner mould
after the gate is frozen undergoes an isochoric process.
Injection moulding cycle
From resin pellets to a finished part, the resin in an injection moulding process could be
shown to go through a locus on the p-v-T diagram.
1. Plasticizing
Resin temperature rises from room temperature at point 1 or hopper dryer temperature at
point 2 to melt temperature inside the barrel. During plasticizing, pressure rises from
atmospheric to back pressure at point 3. This process is represented by the red 1-2-3 line in
Figure 19.
2. Injection
Injection is filling cavities, during which the melt temperature is essentially constant.
Before the cavities are completely filled, the melt pressure increases from the resistance to
overcome melt viscosity to back pressure. Once the cavities are completely filled, melt
pressure rises sharply to packing pressure. The process is shown by the purple 3-4 line.
3. Holding pressure
Holding pressure compensates for shrinkage by filling more material into the cavities. It
is a constant or reducing pressure process. Due to cooling, temperature is also reduced. The
green 4-5 line represents a constant pressure process. The dotted green 4-5A line represents a
reducing pressure process. If the mould is based on cold runner, once the cold runner is frozen,
the holding pressure process stops. This is shown by point 5 or point 5A.
4. Cooling
The parts continue to cool and shrink inside the mould. Shrinkage makes the parts leave
contacting the cavities but makes them hold tight to the cores. As a result, the pressure on the
outside of a part drops to atmospheric, but the pressure on the inside of a part increases. If the
draft angle of a test tube shaped part is small, a high ejection force is needed to overcome the
friction between the shrunk part and the core. The blue 5-6 line or the blue 5A-6A-6 dotted
line represents the cooling process.
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Figure 19

The locus of an injection moulding cycle on a p-v-T diagram

5. Mould opening
When the parts are cooled to below the material’s hot deflection temperature (HDT), the
mould could open. The outside of the part will drop to atmospheric pressure (1 bar). Point 6
represents mould opening and ejection.
6. Ejection
After ejection, the inside of the part also drops to atmospheric pressure.
At the same time, the parts continue to cool to room temperature. This is represented by
the blue 6-7 line.
Shrinkage
The shrinkage of a part has to be estimated before the mould is made, so as to increase
the core and cavity dimensions. The shrinkage varies with the resin, but are also affected by
packing pressure and holding pressure.
From the p-v-T diagram, the specific volume is v6 after the mould open and during
ejection. When the part temperature dropped to room temperature, its specific volume is v7.
The volume shrinkage is（v6 - v7）/ v7 × 100%
The linear shrinkage is（v6 - v7）/（3 v7）× 100%
The linear dimension of mould cavity and mould core should be increased by the linear
shrinkage.
Linear dimension = Room temperature dimension ×（1 +（v6 - v7）/（3 v7））× 100%
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Adjusting part dimensions/weight
If the part dimension has a small difference from the specified dimension, some
adjustment of packing pressure and holding pressure could be used to compensate.
If we increase the packing and holding pressure, point 4 and 5 (or 5A) would be lowered,
causing point 6 to be lowered as well. When shrinkage is reduced, the part dimensions will
increase. Of course the part weight will also increase in step.
Intuitively, how can this be explained? High packing and holding pressure squeeze more
melt into the cavities, so after cooling, the dimensions and weight are naturally increased vs
using lower packing and holding pressure.
Conclusion
The injection moulding process is not mysterious. It can be understood using physics.
The main points are the purpose of back pressure, separate out the packing stage from
injection, speed-control, pressure-control, different ways to detect the V-P point, cavity
pressure and p-v-T diagram.
Understanding the injection moulding process will take the guesswork out of setting
injection moulding parameters. If you trouble shoot defects of parts, the injection moulding
process gives you a theoretical basis to do so.
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A quiz
1、The injection pressure of an injection moulding machine compared to the water pressure
in the deepest abyss on earth
a． is higher
b．is the same
c． is lower
2、The purpose of a high injection pressure is _____________________________________.
3、The condition(s) to enable back pressure control is/are
a． A cyclical process
b．A blocked nozzle
c． Both are required
4、 The advantages of in-line injection is/are
a． Increase plasticizing capacity
b．Reduce the screw L/D ratio
c． Reduce cost
d．All of the above
5、The purpose of the compression section of a screw is/are
a． Increase the shrinkage of the part
b．Avoid yellowing of PC material
c． Generate friction heating
d．All of the above
6、A high bulk modulus of a resin implies
a． A high clamping force is needed
b．A sharp rise in pressure during packing
c． Thick barrel wall is needed
d．All of the above
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7、Which of the following process is/are speed-controlled?
a． Injection (before cavities are completely filled)
b．Packing
c． Holding pressure
d．Screw turning speed during plasticizing
8、Which of the following process is/are pressure-controlled?
a． Packing
b．Holding pressure
c． Back pressure during plasticizing
d．All of the above
9、When flashing appears, which of the following should be done?
a． Reduce injection pressure (before cavities are completely filled)
b．Reduce packing pressure
c． Reduce holding pressure
d．All of the above
10、Which of the following method to transition to holding pressure is the best?
a． Time
b．Screw position
c． Injection pressure
d．Cavity pressure
11、The purpose of holding pressure is/are
a． Energy saving
b．Reduce part shrinkage
c． Avoid flashing
d．All of the above
12、Scientific moulding
a． Unviels the mystery of the injection moulding process
b．Reduce the effect of viscosity variation
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c． Promotes cavity pressure control
d．All of the above
13、The p-v-T diagram helps us to
a． Analyze shrinkage
b．Understand better the injection moulding process
c． Figure out the bulk modulus K of the resin
d．All of the above
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Grading rules:
A correct answer scores one point.
If you score 10 points or more, you already understand the injection moulding process very
well.
If you score 6 – 9 points, you are an old hand at injection moulding. Please accept the
injection moulding process theory to supplement your experience.
If you score 5 points or below, please study this article again if you want a promotion.
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